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1BSTRACT:
A system of time series programs used by the Institute of Oceanography
of the University of British Columbia was made available to the Departmer"
of Oceanography of the Naval Postgraduate School in February 1969. This
report summarizes the system and outlines the procedures to be followed
in using the programs.
The system consists of three programs labelled UBC FTOR, UBC SCOR
and UBG FCPLOT. The program TTBC FTO:4 computes Fourier coefficients
from selected channels of analog-to-digital tape and writes them on ar,-
other tape. The program UBC SCOR reads the tapb produced by UBC F¶(OR
and from the Fourier coefficients calculates spectra, cospectra and quad-
rature spectra for the channels indicated. These are computed for each
data block. The printed output gives for each quantity the averdge, stan-
dard deviation and a number representing the trend over the blocks. In
the case of co- and quad-spectra phase and coherence are also printed
out. The program UBC FCPLOT provides a Calcomp plot of the spectra
for qualitative analysis.
These programs have been tested on the IBM 360/67 of the Naval
Postgraduate School and produced for a test tape the same answers as
produced by the U. B.C. machine.
A system to develop the capability to use the SDS-9300 and the asso-
ciated analog computer available at the Naval Postgraduate School to
digitize data to be analyzed by the time series programs is included as
Appendix I.
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The digital programs discussed in this report were developed at the
University of British Columbia by John Garrett and Ron Wilson during
1967. They have been applied to a large variety of geophysical turbu-
lence data and found extremely successful. Because of the nature of the
air/sea interaction program being carried out by the Department of Ocean-
ography of the Naval Postgraduate School, such programs were desirable
to be available at the computing facilities of the School.
In February of 1969, Mr. Ron Wilson was hired as a consultant to
convert the University of British Columbia programs for use on the IBM
360/67 computer of the Naval Postgraduate School. This report is a sum-
mary of the system based on notes provided by Mr. Wilson. The principal
investigators take full responsibility for any errors or omissions that may









A system of time series programs used by the Institute of Oceanography
of the University of British Columbia was made availabe to the Depart-
ment of Oceanography of the Naval Postgraduate School in February 1969.
This report summarizes the system and outlines the procedures to be fol-
lowed in using the programs.
The system consists of three programs labelled UBC FTOR, UBC SCOR
and UBC FCPLOT. The program UBC FTOR computes Fourier coefficients
from selected channels of analog-te-digital tape and writes them on another
tape. The program UBC SCOR reads the tape produced by UBC FTOR and
from the Fourier coefficients calculates spectra, co'pectra and quadrature
spectra for the channels indicated. These are computed for each data
block. The printed output gives for each quantity the average, standard
deviation and a number representing the trend over the blocks. Ln the
case of co- and quad-spectra , phase and coherence are also printed out.
The program UBC FCPLOT provides a Calcomp plot of the spectra for quaili-
tative analysis.
These programs have been tested on the IBM 360/G7 of the Naval
Postgraduate School and produced for a tast tape the same answers as
produced by the U. B. C. machine.
A system to develop the capability to use the SDS-9300 and the asso-
ciated analog computer available at the Naval Postgraduate School to
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This report is intended (a) to summarize the system of time series
programs used by the Institute of Oceanography of the University of British
Columbia which are now available to the Department of Oceanography of the
Naval Postgraduate School and (b) to describe briefly the procedures to be
followed in using them.
These programs were made available in February 1969 and this report
describes the programs as they existed at that time. Some updating and
expansion of these programs may occur from time to time. A check on their
current state is recommended prior to using.
The turbulence data used to test these programs included downstream
velocity fluctuations measured with a hot-wire anemometer (DISA U) and
vertical velocity fluctuations measured with a sonic anemometer (Sonic W).
These measurements were made simultaneously during August 1968 at the
U.B.C. Institute of Oceanography experimental site at Spanish Banks,
British Columbia.
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II DIGITAL SAMPLING PROCEDURE
The system is based on the assumption that the data to be analyzed
are initially recorded on analog tape. These analog data must then be
converted to digital form before they can be processed by a digital com-
puter. The analog to digital procedure is of central importance and must
be done with extreme care. Almost alway 3 there must be some conditioning
of the signal prior to the analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. Common
problems to consider are analog signal level, aliasing and sampling fre-
quency. Of course each analysis problem presents its unique difficulties
and must be treated individually.
A. Analog Signal Level
The patch of signal to be analyzed may not have been recorded under
ideal conditions. It may vary from almost too small (approchlug system
noise level) to almost too large (occasional clipping). To insure good
digitizing some amplification may be necessary t) provide the optimum
signal input to the A/D converter. If there is an appreciable DC leel
on the signal, high pass filtering or rerecording may be necessary before
digitization can begin. In brief, the signal level must always be checked
to be sure ma:iAmum advantage is beinq taken of the full dynamic range of
the A/D converter.
B. Aliasing
When an analog signal is sampled at a frequency F, energy present
in the signal at frequencies f > L will appear In the iAmpled output at an
2
apparent (aliased) frequency F-f. This phenomenon IF known as aliasing
9
F
with - called the folding or Nyquist frequency 'Blackman & Tukey, 1951).
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To prevent aliasing, the input to the analog-to-digital converte," must
contain no energy at frequencies greater than the folding frequency asso-
ciated with the particular sampling rate being used. This can be done by
using an analog low pass filter between the signal source and the converter
input. The filter cutoff frequency is normally less than the folding fre-
quency. In practice the' is no exact relation between these frequencies
as it depends on the input levels expected at high frequencies and the
sharpness of the filter cutoff.
C. Sampling Rate
If three channels are to be sampled and co-spectra are required






I I Channel 3
Cl Cl
CCSI CCS2
- 1cycle of highest frequency of interest
Figure 1. Sampling Procedure 1
The cuts Cl, C2 and C3 represent the digital samplings of cbannels
1, 2 and 3 respectively.
CCS1 and CCS2 represent two samplings of all channels and are
referred to as Cross Channel Sweeps.
The time lag between sampling channel 1 and channel 3 in a crosp
channel sweep should ne a small fraction of a cycle since the program
assumes they are sampled simultaneously for purposes of computing the
co-spectra and quadrature spectra.
The time between cross channel sweeps should be such that each
channel is sampled at ieaFt twice per cycle of the highest frequency with
sufficient amplitude to produce an aliasing problem.
D. Miscellaneous Factors
It is important that all factors influencing the validity and interpre-
tattons of results be considered prior to digitizing. Besides those factors
already discussed these should include the record length, the block length,
spectral windows and how these #ill effect the stability of the spectral
estimates. Further, an estimate of the computer time required for the
I)
analysis should be made. There has not been sufficient experience with
the computing facilities at the Naval Postgraduate School to allow tables
of time for typical calculations to be presented. However the tables given
by Garrett (1967) will indicate order of magnitude computing times. In




HI COMPUTATION OF SPECTRA AND CROSS SPECTRA
The computation of the spectral densities employ the Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of Cooley and Tukey (1965). The program used is dis-
tributed through t.,i share library and is catalogued at PKFORT SDA3465.
The subroutine will transform a number of data points equal to 2n
where n is a positive integer less than or equal to 13. This means the
largest numbt-r of data points that can be transformed is 8192. Since the
time series encountered in turbulence measurements generate more points
than this, some method of transforming and averaging consecutive blocks
of data must be used. This also makes it possible to gain some information
as to the variance of the spectral or cospectral densities over the interval
of the signal.
The method employed consists of evaluating the spectrum, co-
spectrum or quadrature spectrum for each frequency band for successive
blocks of 2n data points. The mean and variance of these densities are
then formed and printed and plotted.
For example purposes, assume 100 blocks of 2048 points each are
transformed. For each block there will be contained in the Fourier coef-
ficients an amplitude and phase for frequencies corresponding to
0, 1, 2, ... , 1024 cycles over the 2048 points. Zero is the mean and
i 1024 Is the folding frequency. Therefore for each block of 2048 data points
there are 1024 estimates of spectral, cospectral or quadrature spectral
Sdensity. This is considered to be too much inforr-ation to plot graphically
so in the production of printouts and plots further averaging than along
block must be done. For example the program may divide the spectrum
into 32 bands and average across these bands as well as along blocks to




If there are two channels and they have for the i harmonic, ampli-
tudes Ai and Bi , and phases ai and f ,'then the spectral densitie.;
are A2  2
and B1
2 x Bandwidth 2 x Bandwidth
where the bandwidth is given by
sampling frequency
no. of data points in the transform
The cospectrum is given by
Ai x Bi cos (of - d.)
2 x Bandwidth
The quadrature spectrum is given by
Ai x Bi sin (oei-,3.)
2 x Bandwidth
These quantities are computed for each frequency and block and, are
then averaged across the frequencies and along blocks.
The error bars plotted are computed by evaluating the variar.ce ot the
estimates of the spectral density in the band and dividing by the square
root of the number of estimates to establish the expected variance in the
mean. In the case of the SCOR program the plotted and printed error bars
represent standard deviations in the mean. The FCPLOT program uses
1.96 times the standard deviation (or some other kind of 95% confidence
"interval).
The values of phase and coherence produced by the SCOR program
are erived directly from the final values of the co- and quadrature spectra
appearing to their left (Table III, for example).
Further information is available on the comments cards with the
Fortran source programs (Appendix II).
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Examples of print out for spectra, co-spectrum, quadrature spectrum
and Fourier coefficients are given inTables I through V. The corresponding
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HA NW 6 UG;C IB TAPE 140/111/ 9 6
AND ~SONIC w TAPE 140/ /.09/
STATISTICS ARE FASED ON )C2 FLOCKS OF IC24 SAMPLES EACH
THE SAMPL ING FREQUENCY WAS 62*7710SAMP/SFC
MAKIN4, THE ILOCK LENr;TH 16.31326 SECOND$
TRENC IS THF AVFRAng r's
lVALLI~fAl-VALUE(MIM1ILOCK NOo(A)-BLOCk I4oo(oll
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6. UM M UT
IV INPUT DATA TAPE FORMAT
The input data tape is read at the Fortran level by an unformated
read. The read is in the subroutine OCEAN 1 and has the form:
READ (NUNFT) ,CTR, JCHANS, (DATA(J), J = 1, JCTR)
where JCHANS is the number of channels digitized and JCTR is the number
of data words in the tape record. DATA is an array into which the data is
to be read and is single precision real and dimensioned 256.
To create a suitable tape with 4 channels of information the programmer
would set JCHANS = 4 then line un-floating point data words in a single
dimensioned array, DATA, in the order: $
Channel 1 DATA(1)
Cross i Channel 2 DATA(2)
Channel Channel 3 " (3)
Sweep 1 LChannel 4 " (4)
Channel 1 " (5)
Cross Channel 2 " (6)
Channel jChannel 3 " (7)
Sweep 2 LChannel 4 " (8)





Sweep K Channel 4 DATA(JCTR)
where




WRITE(KUNF') JCTR, ICHANS, (DATA(J), J = 1, JCTR)
is then executed.
This loading of the array and writing it out is repeated until all data
has bein transferred to tape and then an end of file is written. It is not
necessary that JCTR be the same for all records written and it may be




V PROCEDURE IN ANALYZING DATA
The first requirement is to produce a tape containing the data in the
format that has been described. This tape is used as input to the FTOR
program and a second tape is produced containing the Fourier coeffictepts.
This tape is then used with either the SCOR or FCPLOT program depending on
the analysis desired. If co-spectra or quadrature spectra are desired then
SCOR must be used. If power spectra alone are desired SCOR or FCPLOT
can be used, If more detail than SCOR supplies for the spectra, or a
calcomp or printed plot of the individual Fourier coefficient amplitudes are
desired, FCPLOT should be used.
The format of the deck. of control cards required to run each of the
progcams is described in detail on the comments cards with the Fortran 4
source decks (APPENDIX)
The programs were originally written for an IBM 7044 (Garrett, 1967)
and were then modified for an IBM 360/67 running under the Michigan
Terminal System. Neither of these systems have the set of utilities for the
tape handiing available under OS/MUT. For this reason all tape positioning
on files is handled by the programs at the Fortran level. It is therefore
necessary to have a DD card present in the deck for each file on the tape
whether it is read or written or just spaced over.
I
VI SOURCE PROGRAMS
SThe systom consists of three programs:
"1. UBC FTOR
2. UBC SCOR - 150K in FORT step to compile.
3. UBC FCPLOT
The source programs have been written as files 1, 2 and 3 in the order
above on the tape NPS216. The DSNAME's are UBCFTOR, UBCSCOR and
UBCFCPLT. The DCB is (RECFM = FB, LRECL = 80, BLKSIZE = 1600),
The object programs are on disc pack FAC001 in load module form. The
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ANALYZING DATA DIGITIZED ON THE SDS-9300
Two computer programs are required to develop the capability to use
the SDS-9300 and the associated analog computer to digitize data to be
analyzed by the time series programs.
The first is an SDS-9300 program to control the digitization procedure
and produce a 7-track magnetic tape containing the digital data. The
second program is an IBM 360 program to convert the 7-track tape to a
9-track tape in the format described in this report for the input tape to the
time series program.
The SDS-9300 program should do approximately the following:
1. It should allow for manual starting and stepping of the digitization
process by the computer operator when provided with suitable sig-
nals (audio tones, oscilloscope signal changes, verbal instructions
from tha person concerned with the analog signal, etc.)
2. It should allow for a variable number of analog input channels.
This number should be an input to the program at execution time.
Ten would be a safe maximum since the time series system of
programs can handle only ten.
3. The program should be written so that when the interrupt is given
all channels are sampled as rapidly as possible and the data accu-
mulated for tape output. Only after a cross channel sequence is
completed should a test and possible tape output occur if enough
data has been accumulated.
4. Care should be taken to make the program efficient in the sense
that the computer is always ready to service the clock interrupts
31
ItII . .. . . . . . .
wnen they occur. Further, care should be taken to make the
records long enough that the tape is used efficiently.
5. The program for the IBM 360/67 shouid take this 7-track tape
and produce a 9-track Zape in the format required by tlre time
series programs.
6. It is anticipated that multifile tapes will be necessary to ao,.d
piling up large numbers of magnetic tapes with only the first
part of the tape used. Therefore these two programs should be
made capable of positioning themselves in multifile tapes under
the control of either the job control language or input control





C. f(,FrUfIR TkANSI-CRM Or fIMF 51-R[ES DATA SUPPLIED THki)UGIIl
C. 1CCIAN SLt3RGUTINFS USING P-K FORT FAsr FOURILP T.ýANSURM
L SUB~rUTI~r (SHARE SOA3'tog5l IN THE IBM SYSTEM 363 M(JIFL b7.
C [AST 'RFVlS1C:N JANUARY ?4,196V JOHN GARqFTT
CNtil.OCK bLf1lCKS OF 2**iPIW ýANPLES t-AGH APF RFAD F-UN K~tiAN UF THr
L t.CAN CHANNELS AVAILAtiLE TO THE fOLEAN' SUBROUTIN%. THE CONTFNIS F
L %NY CHANNl-L NAY BE REPLACED BY A LINEAR (WMBITNATIoN Of ITSELF WITH ANY
C t(1hCP CHANNEL.
C FLr' EACH (3LCCK 2**(NPI-'Oj-1) COMPLEX FOURER COEFFICIENTS ARE
L (1MPUTEL) FORS EACH QF THE KCHAN CHANNEL S. TfiCSE APE~ 1F+ re WkITTt-% ,N TrH
(C UTPUT (TAPE) 03 IN THt: FOR~MAT 00CSCV13E,, P;EiCIý4. TIN AIJ U1(N FH'-
C CUtFFICIFNTS PAY HiE SUmmEDn IN GROUPS OJF (2**(NPGW-IW)32 ANOJ
C. PINl\.F.L) OUT.
C ALiPITIUNAL OPTIONS Ak'S DESCRIBEt) UNOE,ý THE RFLIVANT CONTROL
C 1*AIrAPCTFPS siFLOW.
c IT SHIJULI) RL NLTFf' THAT Tlýh CCtFFICIENTS PRfUU(~f') \PE THOSE- ('F T-It-
C fCLJFIEf( SER~IES
c vfJ) =SUM LVER K = IN/2 OF RFAL PARTS ,F-
C (C(K)*CXP((2*PIl'i/N)*J*Kl)
L VITH J = 09N-1,Y(J)REALAND I = S.JRT(-l)
C,




C 'J SC Rm
C P-Ki FOR~T
C Ti C ýl LO01INC LOG TCAL li4POT/C'JI PUT OLV ICFES ARF tJSr,) IN THIS PkLG(;fV.'
r 7 =SCRATCH TAPE F04 TEMPOkARY STORAGE CF CILf IC TENTS IF
C LnFR=l *10~w
C. 3 = UTPUT (TAPF) F-FR CCEFF-ICIENTS
c = (CARD) INPUT t-of< CONTROL. PANAmfETEKS
C, = P R INT E IOUTPUT
L HNUNIT =INPUT TA'F- GF TIME SER ItS DATA FOR fuCEANI SUi3NUUT (Itc,
C,
C INPUT INFCRtMATICN REQUIREG
c FIiRST DATA CARD IN COLUMN NUMBER
C 1-9 IDUSER =USER IDENTIFICATIC'J NUMbER (9-Ul('11 INTEGER)
C, 1'4-1b NCHAN =NIJMf3FR OF CHANNELS U IGITIZF) (IN O7CYEAN TAPF
C. NTYPE =(NOT RCLEVENT. SET TO ZERO.)
c ?4-35 INF-ILE FLU- NUMB5ER OF DA'14 ON OCEAN TAPE
33a
C 44-45 INUNIT = NUMBER OF UNIT ON WHICH INPUT TAPE IS MOUNTED
C 55 NSEARH = (NOT RELEVENT. SET TO ZERO.)
C 61-70 SAMFRQ = SAMPLING FREQUENCY OF DIGITIZING (SAMPLI:S/SECOND)
C (MUST INCLUUE A DECIMAL POINT
C SECOND DATA CARD
C 4-5 NBLOCK = NUMBER OF BLOCKS DESIRED
C 14-15 NPOW.- MAXIMUM NUMBERS OF SAMPLES PER BLOCK WILL BE 2**NPOW,
C MAX NPOW IS 13 (8192 SAMPLES/BLOCK) BUT NPOW WILL BE
c REDUCED UNTIL (2**NPOW)*KCHAN WILL FIT IN MEMORY. FOR
C KCHAN OF 10 THIS WILL GIVE NPOW = 10 (1024 SAMPLES/BLOCK).
C 24-25 MTAPE =+l FOR OUTPUT TAPE TO BE WRITTEN
C =-l FOR NO nUTPUT TAPE
C 3t-35 NFILE - OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS WILL BE NFILE-TH FILE ON TAPE
C 43-45 MAXERR = (NOT RELEVENT. SET TO ZERO.)
C 54-55 MPRINT = -1 SUPPRESSES SUMMARY COEFFICIENTS PRINT OUT
C C 0 OR GREATER PERM"TS PRINT OUT
C THIRU DATA CARD
C 4-5 KCHAN NUMBER OF CHANNELS TO BE TRANSFORMED (MAX 10)
C 15 LOFR = 2 IF COEFFICIENTS TO BE COMPUTED FROM DATA SMOOTHED
C AND SUBSAMPLED (DECIMATED) USING CONVOL SUBROUTINE.
C WEIGHTS USED IN SMOOTHING AND DECIMATING FACTOR ARE
C DETERMINED BY CHOICE OF CONVOL USED,
C I IF ALTERNATE BLOCKS TO BE MADE UP OF SAMPLES FROM DATA
C SMOUTHED AND DECIMATED USING CONVOL SUBROUTINE.
C COEFFICIENTS WILL APPEAR ON OUTPUT TAPE IN FILE
C IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THAT CONTAINING RESULTS FROM
C UNSMOOTHED DATA
C = 0 IF DATA TO BE LEFT ALCNE
C 25 I;IANN = I IF FOURIER COEFFICIENTS TO BE HANNED AND
C. NORMALIZED (*SQRT(8/3))
C = 0 IF NOT
C
C NEXT KCHAK CARDS
C 1-5 NO. OF PRIMARY A TO Q CHANNEL
C 6-10 NO. CF SECONDARY A TO D LHANNEL
C 11-20 CALIBRATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE ?RIMARY A TO 0 CHANNEL
C 21-30 CALIBRATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE SECONDARY A TO D CHANNFL
C 31-b6 ALPHAMERIC NAME OF RESULTING PRIMARY CHANNEL
C 71-78 8 CHARACTER NAME OF UNITS FOR RESULTING PRIMARY CHANNEL
C
C. THE LATA TRANSFORMED AS THE PRIMARY CHANNEL IS T'AEN
C




C A SECOND SET OF DAT A CARDS WILL PRODUCE A SECOND ANALYSIS. A BLANK
C CARD TERMINATES THE RUN.
33b
CI
LFOkMAT OF OUTPUT TAPE FOR EACH BLOCK TRANSFORMED IS AS FOLLOWS
C FIRST LOGICAL RECORD IS AN ARRAY OF 256 WORDS CALLED
C AMTAPEM4 = NTAP (SEF BELOW)
C ARTAPE(1)= IDUSER
C ARTAPE
C A'RTAPE(3) = NUMBER OF SAMPLES /BLOCK
C ARTAPE(2)= BLOCK NUMBER
C ARTAPE(1O) =IHANN
C ARTAPE(5) NUMBER 6F CHANNELS TRANSFORMED
r ARTAPE(61 SAMPLING FREQUENCY
c ARTAPEIIO+K) = MCHAN(K)
C ARTAPF(31+9(K-1)) =ACHNAMIK) (9A4)
C ARTAPC(121+21K-I)) 4 UNITS1UKJ 12A4)
C ARTAPE(14O+K) =CALMK
C
C NEXT NIAP LOGICAL RECORDS OF 256 WORDS EACH CALLED
C TAPRAY ANO CCNSIST OF
C 1 WORD CONTAINING INTEGER HARMONIC NO (0 TO IBLCCK/2) FOLLOWED BY
c ?*KCHAN WORDS CONTAINING FOR FACH OF THE KCHAN CHANNELS THE
C REAL PART CF THE FOURIER COEFF AT THIS HARMUNIC.(FIRST WORD)
C FOLLOWED 93Y THE IMAGINARY PART(SECONO WORD).
C CNLY COMPLETE SEQUENCES OF 1+(2*KCHANJ WORDS ARE INCLUDED IN A
C TAPRAY SO THAT THE LAST FEW WORDS MAY CONTAIN ZEROS
C
C AN END OF FILE IS WRITTEN ON THE OUTPUT TAPr AT THE END OF A SEQUENCE
C OF BLOCKS
C
C J.1.* GARRETT INSTITUTE OF UCEANOIGRAPHY









EQUIVAL 'CE I(l(),Wl(lI) f(W(1O?5)tW2(1I))dW(2O)49),W3( I))
1 1 WI30' vW4( M ),(W(4Oq97) W5( I)), 1W15121 3 W6( I))#, W(6145lvW?(I) 3,
2 (W(71 lvW8(L))t(W(8lq3) W9(1)s ,(921MW wi(lI)h(ARTAPF C DvAMi)
3tIA(I' DUSfR)t(Ai2),M63LOCK)9IAI 3), bkLOCK),(AI'ibNTAP)r
4 WA( K(CHAN),(A16) SAMF9Q)i!A(iI), MCHAN(1))




CURNA =2.0 * CORNS
IUFPCS = 0
6000 READ (5t5tEND=6010) IDUSER NCHAtTP~NIEIUI#SAHSMR













10014 TNOCH(I) = 0
R~EAD (596) NBLOCKNPO)WtMTAPEKFYLENAXFRRMPkINTIRWCTL
IF (ICFPCS.EQ.0) NFI1LE = KFILF
REAU(5,6) KCHAN ,LOFRolHANN
ARTAPF(101 = IHANN
IF (LCFR.EQ.11 REWIND ?
00 8 K = 1,KCHAN
READ (5#7) MCHAN(K) ,MCHAN2(K),CAL(K),CALZ(K), (ACHNAM(LK) ,L=1,9b1
1 (AUNI7S(LK) ,L=1,2)
IF- (?MCHAN2(K).EQ.01 t4CHAN2(K) I




9 KCHAN = KCH-
C SET UP TWOS TABLE
0co 10 N =1,14
10 12TAB(N) = 2**N
C DETERMINE BLOCK SIZE
11 LOKTFS = KCHAK*12TALI(NPOW)
IF(LOKTES.LE,10242) GO TO 15
NPOW =NPCW-1
GO TC 11
15 IBLOCK = 2TAB(NPOW)
KBLOCK =IBLOCK/2
KCH =256/(1+12*KCHAN))
NTAP =(KBLOCK + KCH -I)/KCH
L. COPPUTE SINE TABLE
CALL FORT(hNPUWISI0,IFERR.)
C POSITION OUTPUT TAPE
33d
IF (MTAPE.LT.O) GO TO 31
IF (ICFPOS.NS.0) GO TO 31
REWIND 3
IOFPCS =1
IF (KFILE*GT.1) CALL SKPFL IKFILE-193)
C SET UP INPUT TAPE
31 CALL OCEANI, (NCHANINUNITMAXERR,[NFILE NTYPE NSEARH)
WRITE16#351 IDUSERtNCHANt(CHANtNB LOCK , BI)iA MF RQ
00 40 K = 19KCHAN
KCH =K -1











DO 289 [B = lIBLOCK
48 1FffLOBLO) 49,49,101
101l 00 150 LSAMP=1,LDEC
CALL OCEAN2(NINDKBLOCKINOATA(l))
NINO = NINO+I.
GO TO (140 970tl16vI059I40)#NIND




106 DO 108 IC =19KCH
D0 107 K 19KCHAN




116 IF (NZBLOKoEQ.KBLUCK) GO TO 7000
NPAR = NPAR +
NZBLOK = KBLOCK
IF (NPAR.GT.MAXERR) GO TO 5000
GO TO 7000
33e
140 CU 145 K = ,KCHAN
IUSUB MCHAN(K)
IOSU82 = MCtHAN2(K)
IF (tNJNO.NE 5) GO TO 7020flATA =ATA(IOSUB)*CAL(K) ATA(IOSU82)*CAL2(K)GO TO 70307020 DATA = (FLCAT(IND)ATAllDSUB))/jOO) 
- 5 ll)*CAL(K)DATA = DATA + (FLOATLINDATAc[
0 50 8 2 j1 ,1 0 0 .- S1)*A2K7Q30 VAL(NULOK) = DATA el*AM145 CONTINUE
N\OLD = NOLD.1
lF(NCLo.GT.MXWAYI NOLO150 CONTINUE
IF(IA0D.EQ.o.AND.NOLD.GT.) GO TO 101DO 160 K = J,,KCHAN
JOSUB = tMCHAN(K)
CAL CO~oLVAL, NOLJrK, 2,SUM)
16C CONT INUE
NINO = 6
GO TC 10049 CALL OCEAN2(N[NftKBLOCKvINDATA(I,)C tNONL I tMEAhS ENC 0- FILE t 2 MEANS PARITY ERROI, 3 MEANS ONES SEARCHC NIN , 4 MEANS OCEAN2 WILL RETURtN A FLOATING POIN'T NUMBER SETWFENC 0. AND 1023.
NIINOD NIND +1GO TO (100rl,70,5,ojNN
5C NIII NII + 105tZ)9NN
KCH [ NCATA(II/NCLjAN
ICH =INOATA(I) -(KCDI*NCHAN)IF ( (CHI 51,56,5151 WRITE16t55) tIBLCCK,KtILOGKpIAOD
GO TO 500056 CUj 58 IC = 1,KCH
1400 [ADO + I
CO 58 K = IAKCHiAN
IWSU8 = INCR(K)+ 140058 hf14StL) .
GU TO l0060 IF (NZBLUK.EQ.KBLOCK) GO TO 7000NPAR = NPAR + 1
NZBLOK =Kf3LOCKIF (NPAR.GT.MAXERa) GO TO 5000GQ TO 70CO70 WRlTFt6?75)M8L0CK9KBLCCK
GO TO 5000C SToRE DATA IN PSFUOO ?-J ARRAYI00 IADO IADO + I
33f
00 200 K z19KCHAN
JOSUB = CHAN(K)
IDSUB2 =MCHAN2(K)
IWSU8 INCR(K)+IADOI IF ININD.LT.5) GO TO 7040
IF (NINO.EQ.5) DATA = ATA(IDSUB)*CAL(K) 4ATA(IDSUt32)*CAL2(K)
IF (NIND.EQ.6) DATA = ATAtIOSUB)
700GO TO 7050
700DATA = (FLOAT(INDATA(IDSUI3))/100. - 5.11)*CAL(K)
DATA = DATA + (FLOAT(INDATA(IDSUB2))/1O0. -5.11)*CAL2(K)
7050 Wv([WSUBI DATA
200 CONTINUE
IF (IADD.GE.[8LOCK) GO TO 299
289 CONTINUE
C NOW GET FOURIER TRANSFORM
299 P'POW = NPOW -1.
CALL FORT4WlvMPUWtS-2-ER
CALL USCRHB(WLIB1LC KO S)
IF (KCHAN.L E.IJGO TO 340
PKCH = MINCR/1024
GO TO (320300,9300,01),KCH
300 KCH = KCHAN - 1
GO TO (310,309,308 301) KCH
301 CALL FO)RT(45,NPOWp -2,IFERR)
CALL USCRM8(N5,IBLOCKtSl
GO TO 340
320 KCH = KCHAN/2
GO TO (306,305,304,303,302), KCH
302 CALL FORT(WlOtMP3W, Sv- ,IF ERRI
CALL USCRMB (W1OIBLOCKPS)
~43 CALL FORTE W8vMPOW, S,-2, IFERR)
CALL USCRM (W8 IBL0CKiS)
304 CALL FORT(W69M OWPSt- WIERR)
CALL USCRMB(W6 IBLOCK ' )
305 CALL FORT(W4,M-fJWtSt-2tIFERR)
CALL USCRMB(W41lBLOCKtS)





GO TO (310 309, 308,3071)t KCH
307 CALL FORM(9,4MPO #S-2,0FERRI
CALL USCRMB(W9,ilL0CKPS)
308 CALL FOAT(W~,?4POWtS -2tlFERR)
CALL USCRMB(W79[B O K ~)
309 CALL FORTIW5 MPOW S, IF ERR)
CALL USCRMBIW5tIALl5CKS)
33g
310 CALL FORT(W3tMPOWtS p-2iIFERR)
CALL USCRM8( W31Ie0aCK6)340 IF (IFERR) 35Ct500 356350 WRITE 16,355) IFERAC COEFFICIENTS NOW UNSCRAMBLEDtNOW BEGIN SUM AND PRINT500 IF(IhANN.LE.O) GU TO 890
DO 800 K = 19KCHAN
[SUB =INCR(K) + I
[STAR INCR(K) + 5
ILSUFB IINCR(K) + IFLOCK - 2
































880 IF(MPRINT.LT.o) GO TO L300
KCH = NPOW-6






WITE(IHNNGT05I WSRIIE(1  lLO~TOAiNAPN
WR!T(IHNN9T05)ISRI 14 BLCTDYPRII







00 1200 ICO =,33
DO 950 K= KFIRSTKLAST
KI = 2*K
TAPiRAY(KL)= 0.0
950 TAPRAY(KL+l) = 0.0







IF(IHAR.EQ.(I8L0C",'2)) GO Ta 970
TAPRAt.(KL) = TAPRAY(KL) + W(ISTOR +I)





IF (IHAR.EQ.0) GO TO 1000
990 CONTINUE
SU = ISUM
1000 KUNE = 2*KFIRST
KTWO =12*KLAST)+1
00 1010 KI = KONEtKTWO
1010 TAPRAY(KL) = TAPRAY(KL)/SU
WRITE(6#11051 IHARv(TAPRAY(KUlKL=KONEqKTWO)
1200 CONTINUE
IF (X(LASToGE.KCHAN ) GO TO 1300
KFIRST =KLAST + I
KLAST =KFIRST + 4
GO TO 900
C END OF SUM AND PRINT LOOP, NCW WRITE OUT PUT TAPE
1300 IF(MTAPEtI350j1301 1303.
1301 IF(LCBLO-1) 1 0O2,1 O)PI302
1302 WRITE (3) ARTAPE
GO Tfl 1304
331
1303 WRITE (3) ARTAFE
1304 CONTINUE
C SET UP 256 WORD TAPRAY
IHARM=( If3LCK/2)-I.
PAXTAP = 256-(2*KCHAN)
C ZEROTH HARMONIC IS A SPECIAL CASE
IHAR= 1
IAR = 0





1310 IAPRAY(IHAR) = 0.0













1322 )hR1TF (3) TAPRAY
GO TO 1330
1323 WRITE (3) TAPRAY
1330 CONTINUE




TAPRAY(IHAR+1) = W(ISUB +2)
TAPRAY(IHAR.2) = 0.0
1340 IHAR = IHAH+2
IF(LGBLO-1) 1341,91342,1341
1341 WRITE (3) TAPRAYK WRITF(6tl355) M8LOCK,*NFILE
GO TO 1343
1342 IARITE (3) TAPRAY
hvRITF(6 134s25) MBLOCK,IOUSER
1343 CONTINUE
1350 iF(LOOLC.NE.1) MBLOCK = MaLOCKel
IF(MBLOCK.GT.NBLOCK) GO TI) 5000
331
IF(LOFR.EQ.0) GO TO 12
IF(LCBLO-1)1351,1352,12
1351 LOBLO = I
GO TO 12
1152 LOBLG = 0
GO TC 12
C WRAP UP ROUTINES
5000 IF(MTAPE.LT.0) GO TO j500
END FILE 3




5200 READ (3iEND=5300) ARTAPE
WRITE (3) ARTAPE
GO TO 5200
5300 END FILE 3










IF (MTAPE.LT.O) GO TO 6020







6C75 FORMAT(5XI3CH END OF OUTPUT TAPE, MBLOCK =[l5,9H NFILE =
1 I5t9H LOBLC = ,I5/5Xi2lHPROCESSING TERMINATFD
GO 0 6010
5 FORMAT (1911Xi5([5,5X),Fl0.0)
6 FORMAT (M5 5IX))
7 FORMAT (215,2FI00,9A9A4Xt2A4)
35 FORMAT(46Hl FOURIER TRANSFORM OF OCEAN TIME SERIES DATA /14H USE
IR NUMBER Illl/16H OCEAN TAPE HAStI5,1Xt18HCHANNEI.St OF WHICH ,
2 15,16H WILL BE DONE IN 5 1tI OH BLOCKS OF 16f13H SAMPLES EACH /
3 39H THE FREQUENCY OF DIGITAL SAMPLING WAS 10.2,9H SAMP/SFC/)
36 FORMAT(64HO FOURIER COEFFICIENTS TO RE HANNE 6 AND NORMALIZED (*SQR
IT f8/3)) )
55 FORMAT(32H CHANNEL IDENTITY LOST IN BLOCK vl5t 7HtRECORD915,
33k
1 6HtSWEEPvI7)
75 FORMAT(36H END OF FILE ON INPUT rAPE IN BLOCK,15,7HtRECORD,15)
355 FfJRMAT(15H TCTAL !FERR - 110)
qo5 FORMAT(27III SUMMARY COEFFICIENTS FOR 9I1O IH 15i[SllHI BLOCK OFt
11 718H SAMPLES O, /5X937H1N THIS BLOU RAI Y EkRRRS ON TAPF
2= ,1 3,2V AL NESNON T FOUND IN CHANNEL l,14v6H TIMES //16X
3 lHKv4X 7HCHANNELt17Xt4HNAMEv25Xt5HUNITS 3XvI0HCAL*FAC'oR
915 FURMAT( 15XI13t4XY13, 5Xt9A4v8X, 2A4,5XIPF9.2)
92c, IORMAT (2Xv4HIASTt1X,5(8Xi8HCHANNEL. i12t4X))
~'5 FORMAT (2X,4HHARM,~iX,5(4HREAL,6X,4h1MAG,8X))
1105 FORMAT (2Xt14,lX 5(3X IPE9.2,1XtlPF.'.2')
134.25 FORMAT(24H COEF ICIE,,.S FOR BLOCK 01506H OF SMOOTHED AND VECTMA
17ED DATA FOR 119914H WRITTEN LIN 1)2)
1355 FQRMAT(24H COEFFICIENTS FOR B~LOCK rl5tl7H WRITTEN IN FILE 0139
I 15H ON OUTPUT TAPE)
5005 FORMAT(13HONORMAL EXIT
80 FORMAT (20(IX,F5.2)J
5305 I-ORMAT34HO SMOOTHED AND DECIMATED DATA FOR 619039H SUCCESSFULLLY C,
IL-PIED FROM 02 ONTO FILE 012914H OF TAPE ON 03/









DO 11 KM =1021





20 SUM = 0.
KCCUNT =0
NFIR =NOLO-1








21 SUM = SUM*WEIGHT(L)
RETURN
5 FUR4AT(50Hl ALTERNATE BLOCKS OF DATA DECIMATED BY FACTOR OF 13/






CUl) = Ob5*.'C(l) + C(2))
C(2) = 0.5*(ST - C(2))
K = N/2 - 1
MSIN z N/4
C(K+31 = -C(K+3)
DO 10 1=31Kt2IS = (1-1 12
IC = MSIN - IS
ST = S(IS)
CT = SfIC)Al = C(I)
A2 C(L+2)
32 C(L+3)
C11) = 0,5*(AI+A2+(BI+ d2)*CT-(AI-A2)*ST)
C 1+l) = O.5*(BI-B2-(Bl+B2)*ST-(AI-A2)*CT)L(L+2) 0.5*(Al÷A2 -(BI+d2)*CT+(AI-A2)*Sl)
10 C(L+3) = O5*(B2-BI-(B1+B2;*ST-(AI-A2)*CT)
RETURN
FNDC
C FORTRAN OCEAN PACKAGE
C
C THE FORTRAN OCEAN PACKAGE IS DESIGNED TO DUPLICATE THE
C 'OCEAN' AND 'OCEANB' SUBROUTINF PACKAGES WITH A TAPE WHICH WAS
C EITHER CREATEC BY THE DIGITAL FILTERING SYSTEM OR IS IN THE SAM-
C FORMAT. THE CALLS ARF EQUIVALENT.
C
C THL CALLING SEQUENCES ARE:
C




C NCHAN = NO. OF CHANNELS DIGITIZED ON THE FORTRAN OCEAN TAPE
C
C NUNIT = NO. OF UNIT ON WHICH THE FORTRAN OCEAN TAPE IS
C MOUNTED
C
C MAXERR (THIS PARAMETER IS NOT APPLICABLE TO FORTRAN OCEAN
C BUT MUST BE INCLUDED FOR COMPATIBILITY)
C
C NFILE = NO. OF DESIRED FILE ON THE FORTRAN OCEAN TAPE
C
C NTYPE (NOT APPLICABLE BUT IS INCLUDED FOR COMPATIBILITY)
C
C NSEARH (NOT APPLICABLE BUT IS INCLUDFO FOR COMPATIBILITY)
C




C IND = 0 FOR NORMAL RETURN (RETURNED)
C
C = I FOR END OF INPUT FILE (RETURNED)
C
C = 4 IF THE VECTOR RETURNED IS IN FLOATING POINT (FORTRAN
C VERSION OF OCEAN ONLY) (RETURNED)
C
C 9BLOCK = THE SEQUENTIAL NUMBER OF THE PHYSICAl. TAPE BLOCK OF
C THE NEXT DATA WHICH WILL BE RETURNED BY THE NEXT OCEAN2 CALL.
C (RETURNED)
C
C N = FIRST LOCATION OF THE ARRAY INTO WHICH THE CROSS CHANNEL




C THIS CALL RESULTS IN A I LINE SUMMARY BEING LISTED ON LOGICAL










20 IF (KFILE.GT.NFILE) GO TO 10
IF (KFILE.EC.NFILE.ANO.KSTART.EQ.o) GO TO 10
KSKIP = NFILE - KFILE
IF (KSKIP.LE.O) GO TO 50
DO 40 11,*KSKIP
30 READ (NUNITENO=4O) IDUMMY
GO TO 30
40 CONTINUE
50 KFILE = NF[LE
KSTART = I
KMAX = 256
KCTR = KMAX + I
KREAD = 0
RETURN
ENTRY OCEAN2 IUND KSLOCKX)
DIMENSION Xtl),OAfA(256)
IF (KCTR.GT*KMAX) GO TO 70
55 DO 60 1=19NCHAN




70 READ (KUNIT*END=801 KMAXsNCHANtlOATA(J~vJ=ItKMAX)
KSTART =0
IF (KMAX.EQ.O) GO TO 70
KCTR=I
KREAO = KREiAD + I
GO TO 55






4001 FORMAT VLooCEAN 3 CALLED (FORTRAN VERSION)-',10'TP ~O R








C THIS SUBRGUTINE WHEN CALLED MOVES THE TAPE ON LOGICAL UNIT NUNIT
C PAST KSKIP END OF FILE MARKS. THE RECORDS SKIPPED OVER MUST BE IN
C FORTRAN BINARY. IF KSKIP IS ZERO OR NEGATIVE THE ROUTINE RETURNS










C FORT, UNE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE COMPLEX FOURIER TRANSFORM. FORT 002
c FORT 003
SUBROUTINE FCRT(A,MSIFSIFERR) FORT 004
FORT 005
C FOURIER TRANSFORM SUBROUTINe, PROGRAMMED IN SYSTEM/360, FORT 006
L BASIC PROGRAMMING SUPPORT FORTRAN IV. FORM C28-6504 FORT OOT
C THIS DECK SET UP FOR IBSYý UN IBM 1094. FORT 008C
THIS DECK MODIFIED TO ALLOW COM,1 UTATION OF SINE TABLE ( S(J)
C WITH M = 14, FOR USE WITH SERIFS OF 2**14 REAL VALUES
C. BY ACCITION OF STATEMENTS 6 AND 7 ANDCHANGING 3 FROM
C, IF(M-13) 5,5,2 TO IF(M-•)3 5,5,6
C FORT 009
C COES EITHER FUURIER SYNTHESIS I.E.tCOMPUTES COMPLEX FOURIER SERIESFORT 010
GIVEN A VECTOR OF N CGMPLEX FOURIER AMPLITUDESOR, GIVEN A VECTOR FORT 011
S OF COMPLEX CATA X DOES FOURIER ANALYSIS, COMPUTING AMPLITUDES. FORT 012
A IS A COMPLEX VECTOR OF LENGTH N=2**M COMPLEX NOS. OR 2*N REAL FORT 013
SNUMBERS. A IS TO BE SET BY USER. FORT 014
M IS PJ INTEGER O.LT.M.LE.13t SET BY USER, FORT 015
S IS A 'ECTOR S(J)= SINi2*PI*J/NP )# J=lv2t,,...NP/4-1, FORT 016
COMPUTED BY PROGRAM, FORT 017
IFS IS A PARAMETER TO BE SET BY USER AS FOLLOWS- FORT 018




IFS=I TO SET N=NP=2**Mt SET UP SIN TABLEt AND DC FOURIER FORT 020
SYNTHESIS, REPLACING THE VECTOR A BY FORT 021FORT 022
X(J)= SUM OVER K=O N-i OF A(K)*EXP(2*PI*I/N)**(J*K), FORT 023
J=,ON-It WHERE I=S6RT(-l) FORT 024FORT 025
THE X'S ARE STORED WITH RE X(J) IN CELL 2*J+l FORT 026
AND IM X(J) IN CELL 2*J+2 FOR J=Ot,2,.-.,N-I. FORT 027
THE A'S ARE STORED IN THE SAME MANNER. FORT 028
FORT 029
IFS=-1 TO SET N=NP=2**MSET UP SIN TABLE, AND DO FOURIER FORT 030
ANALYSIS, TAKING THE INPUT VECTOR A AS X AND FORT 031
REPLACING IT BY THE A SATISFYING THE ABOVE FOURIER SERIES. FORT 032
IFS=+2 TC DC FOURIER SYNTHESIS ONLY, WITH A PRE-COMPUTED S. FORT 033
IFS=-2 TO DC FOURIER ANALYSIS ONLY, WITH A PRE-COMPUTED S. FORT 034
IFERR IS SET BY PROGRAM TO- FORT 035
=0 IF NC ERROR DETECTED. FORT 036
=1 IF M IS OUT OF RANGE., OR, WHEN IFS=÷2t-2, THE FORT 037
PRE-COMPUTED S TABLE IS NOT LAO^E ENOUGH. FORT 038
=-I WHEN IFS =÷1,-i, MEANS ONE IS RECOMPUTING S TABLE FORT 039
UNNECESSARILY. FORT 040
FORT 041
NUTE- AS STATED ABOVE, THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF M FOR THIS PROGRAM FORT 042
ON THE IBM 7094 IS 13. FOR 360 MACHINES HAVING GREATER STORAGE FORT 043
CAPACITY, ONE MAY INCREASE THIS LIMIT BY REPLACING 13 IN FORT 044
STATEMENT 3 BELOW BY LOG2 NM WHERE N IS THE MAX. NO. OF FORT 045
COMPLEX NUMBERS ONE CAN STORE IN HIGH-SPEED CORE. ONE MUST FORT 046
ALSO ADD MORE DO STATEMENTS TO THE BINARY SORT kOUTINE FORT 047
FOLLOWING STATEMENT 24 AND CHANGE THE EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS FORT 048
FOR THE K'S. FORT 049
FORT 050
DIMENSION A(1) S(), K(14) FORT 051
EQUIVALENCE (KU3bKL),(K(12),K2),(K(I1),K3) (K(IObtK4) FORT 052
EQUIVALENCE MK( 9) ,K5),(K( 8),K6),(K(7)tK7).{KI 6WK8) FORT 053
EQUIVALENCE (K( 519K9 )9(K( 4,KIO)t(K( 3)vKJI tK2) ,2K12) FORT 054
EQUIVALENCE (K( l)Kl3),( K(IlbN2) FORT 055
IF(M)2t2,3 FORT 056
3 IF(M-13),5f56
THE FOLLOWING W STATEMENTS ADDED BY J GARRETT 9 SEE ABOVE
6 IF(M-14) 7,7,2
7 IF(IFS) 2,5,2
2 IFERR=1 FORT 058
I RETURN FORT 059
5 IFERR=O FORT 060
N=2**M FORT 061
IF( IABS(IFS) - I ) 200,200,IO FORT 062
WE ARE DOING TRANSFORM ONLY. SEE IF PRE-COMPUTEU FORT 063
S TABLE IS SUFFICIENTLY LARGE FORT 364
33q
10 IF( N-NP )20#20912 FORT 065
12 IFERR=1 FORT 066
GO TO 200 FORT 067
C SCRAMBLE A, BY SANDE'S METHOD FORT 068
20 K(I)=2*N FORT 069
DO 22 L=2,v FORT 070
22 KILI=K(L-I)/2 FORT 071
DO 24 L=M,12 FORT 072
24 K(L+I)=2 FORT 073
c NOTE EQUIVALENCE OF KL AND K(14-L) FORT 074
C EINARY SORT- FORT 075
IJ=2 FORT 076
DO 30 J1=2 KI 2 FORT 077
DO 30 J2=J!,KKKl FORT 078
DO 30 J3=J2tK3tK2 FORT 079
DO 30 J4=J3tK4,K3 FORT 080
DO 30 J5=J4vK5,K4 FORT 081
DO 30 J6=J5tK6tK5 FORT 082
DO 30 J7=J6vKTK6 FORT 083
DO 30 JO=J7vK8OK7 FORT 084
DO 30 Jg=J8tK99K8 FORT 085
DO 30 JIO=J96KlO K9 FORT 086
DO 30 JII=J OtKI tKI0 FORT 087
00 30 J12=JllK12iK1l FORT 088
DO 30 JI=JI29KI3tK12 FORT 089
IF(IJ-JI)28t30v30 FORT 090
28 T=A(Ij-1 ) FORT O0I





30 !-J=IJ+2 FORT 097
IF(IFS)32 2 36 FORT 098
C COING FOURIER ANALYSISiSO DIV. BY N AND CONJUGAIE. FORT 099
32 FN = N FORT 100
00 34 I=19N FORT 101
Ai2*I-I) = A(2*I-1)/FN 'ORT 102
34 A(2*I)=-A(2*I)/FN VORT 103
C SPECIAL CASE- L=1 FORT 104
36 DO 40 I=I#Ni2 FORT 105
T = A(2*1-1 FORT 106
A(2*I-1) =T + A(2*1fl) FORT 107
A(2*I+1)=T-A(2*I÷+) FORT 108
T=A(2*1) FORT 109
A(2*1) z T + A(2*I+2) FORT 110
4C Al2*1+2)= T - A(2*I+21 FORT IIIIF(M-1) 2,1 v50 FORT 112
3or
C SET FOR L=250 LEXPI=2 FOuRT 113
LEYP1=2*IL-I) FORT 114
LEXP=8 FORT 115
LEXP=2**L+I) FORT 116NPL= 2**MT FORT 117NPL = NP* 24*-L FORT 11860 DO 130 L=2 t FORT 119
SPECIAL CASE- J=O FORT 120DO 80 I=2tN2,LEXP FORT 121
11=1 + LEXPI FORI 12212=11+ LEXPI FORT 12313 2.2+LEXPI FORT 124T=A(I-Il FORT 125All-I) = T +A(12-1) FORT 126A(12-1) = T-A(12-1) FORT 127T -All) FORT 128All) T.AI 12) FORT 12qA(12) T-A(12) FORT 130T= -AMIl) FORT 131TI = A(13-1) FORT 132Af[3-1) = A(II-1).- T FORT 133
A( 3 1 = AM ) - Ti FORT 134A(II-1; = A{II-I) +T FORT 13580 AIEI) = AM +TI FORT 136IF(L-2) 1209120990 FORT 13790 KLAST=N?-LEXP FORT 138
JJ=NPL FORT 139Do 110 J=4tLEXPIt2 FORT f40NPJJ=NT-JJ FORT 141UR=SlNPJJ) F9RT 142UI=S(JJI FORT 143ILAST=J÷KLAS) FORT 144
00 100 1= J,ILASTLEXP FORT 145
I=I+LEXPI FORT 14612=1I+LEXPI FORT 14713=12+LEXP1 FORT 148
T=A(I2-1)*UR-A(12)*UI FORT 149TI=AI12-I)*UI.A(12)*UR FORT 150





100 A( 11 =A(III +TI FORT 161
END OF I L0CP FORT 162
110 JJ=JJ+NPL FORT 163
END OF J LOCP FORT 164
120 LEXPI=2*LEXPI FORT 165
LEXP = 2*LEXP FORT 166
130 NPL=NPL/2 FORT 167
END OF L LUCP FORT 168
140 1FfIFS)I45,2,1 FORT 169
DOING FOURIER ANALYSIS. REPLACF A BY -ONJUGATE, FORT 170
145 00 150 I=IN FORT 171
150 A(2*I) =-A(2*1) FORT 172
160 60 TC 1 FORT 173
RETURN FORT 174
MAKE TA8LE OF S(Jk=SIN(2*PI*J/N[ ),J=l,2,....NT-lNT=NP/4 FORT 175




IF(MT) 260,260,205 FORT 180
205 THETA=.7853981b34 FORT 181
Tý'ETA=PI/2**(L* ! FOR L.- FORT 182
210 JSTEP = NT FORT 183
JSYEP = 2**( PT--L+l ) FOR L=l FORT 18-4
JOIF = NT/2 FORT 185
JDIF = 2**(MT-L! FOR L= FORT 186
S(JDIF) = SIN(THETA) FORT 187
IF (MT-2)260t220,220 FORT 188
220 DO 250 L=2,MT FORT 189
THETA = THETA/2. FORT 190
JSTEP2 = JSTEP FORT 191
JSTEP = JOIF FORT 192





IF(JLAST-JSTEP)250t230 230 FORT 198
230 DO 240 J=JSTEPJLAMM,JSTEP FORT 199
JC=NT-J FORT 200
JD=J+JDIF FORT 201
240 SfJD)=S(J)*S(JCI)+S(JOIF)*S(JC) FORT 202
250 CONTINUE FORT 203
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This document has been approved for public release and sale; its distribution is
unlinited.
"This pro)ect funded .y: Naval Postgraduate School
Naval Ordnance Systems Command Monterey, California
"*'Alj'stem of time series proqrams used by the Institute of Oceanography of the Uni-
versity of British Columbia was made availabe to the Department of Oceanography of
the Naval Postgraduate School in February 1969. This report summarizes the system an
outlines the procedures to be followed in using the programs.
The system consists of three programs labelled UBC FTOR, UBC SCOR and UBC FCP T.
The program UBC FTOR computes fourier coefficients from selected channels of analog-
to-digital tape and writes them on another tape. The program UBC SCOR reads the tape
produced by UBC FfOR and from the Fourier coefficients calculates spectra, cospectra
and quadrature spectra for the channels indicated. These are computed for each data
block. The printed output gives for each quantity the average, standard ooviation and
a number representing the trend over the blocks. In the case of co- and quad-spectra
phase and coherence are also printed out. The program UBC FCPLOT provides a Cal-
comp plot of the spectra for qualitative analysis.
These programs have been tested )n the IBM 354#7 of the Naval Postgraduate Schoo
and produced for a test tape the same answers as produced by the U.B.C. machine.
A system to develop the capability to use the SDS-9300 and the associated analog
computer available at the Naval Postgraduate School to digitize data to be analyzed by
the time series programs is included as Appendix I.
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